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ABSTRACT
Manufacturing companies respond to the customers' demand for more individualized products and enhanced functionality by increasing product variety and integrating multiple technologies in their products. Consequently, complexity in new product development (NPD) projects increases as more and more interdependencies and framework conditions have to be considered. A systematic evaluation of the parameters that drive the complexity of an NPD project prior to project kick-off would enable project management to identify critical issues up-front and adjust the project setup accordingly. There are several recent studies that analyze project complexity and identify complexity drivers. However, there is still a lack of a holistic approach that helps project managers to analyze the complexity of NPD projects and at the same time derive specific measures in order to adjust project complexity.

This paper presents an approach for complexity evaluation of NPD projects during project preparation. The approach is based on complexity drivers that have been determined through literature research, classified according to their impact on the complexity of NPD projects and influenceability by project management as well as on the analysis in terms of their interdependencies. Through individual assessment of the complexity drivers and through portfolio analysis, the focal points of complexity in an NPD project can be identified. Measures to level complexity according to the company’s positioning can be derived from studying the portfolio of complexity drivers taking into account their impact on first order interactions between complexity drivers.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Complexity in product development has been the subject of many research activities in the past decades. New product development (NPD) projects show various characteristics that are typical for complex systems. According to Ulrich and Probst, complex systems have multiple elements with a high number of interactions. [1] In an NPD project those elements are, for example, different parts of a component in the developed product, individuals or organizational units working together in the project as well as resources and technologies that are utilized to develop the product. All these elements interact either in a physical way like the components of the product or in a non-physical way like project staff sharing information with each other. Hence, a product development project can be considered as a complex system whose behavior is highly dynamic and whose future conditions are hardly predictable. [2]

Complexity in NPD projects has a significant impact on project performance. Recent studies show that around half the projects in product development are not completed on time and within the budget. [3] A prominent example of project delay and cost overrun as a result of high complexity in an NPD project is the development of the Boeing 787 Dreamliner. [4] Thus, complexity is an economic factor with considerable influence on a project’s performance.
The analysis of an NPD project’s complexity has to integrate various perspectives and dimensions. An isolated view on only specific elements of an NPD project is insufficient for the analysis of its complexity. An NPD project regarded as part of a system has various interactions with its environment. Therefore, elements from outside of the project’s scope, which interact with its internal elements must be considered as well. [5] While elements located within the project’s scope can mostly be influenced by the project manager, the elements located in the project environment are normally given and are beyond the sphere of the influence of project management. In order to achieve a balance between internal project complexity and external system complexity the interdependencies between external and internal factors have to be analyzed together. [6]

In this paper, a concept is presented, which allows to evaluate the complexity of an NPD project based on complexity drivers. Complexity drivers in general can be described as influential factors that cause complexity in the project. [7] Complexity drivers are valuable instruments to make complexity measurable and to ensure the practical applicability of the concept at the same time.

The concept aims at finding a balance between completeness of the evaluation on one side and accuracy of the measurement on the other side ensuring, at the same time, its practical applicability during project preparation. With a numerical assessment of the complexity drivers, the overall complexity of the project can be evaluated in different dimensions. This evaluation allows to identify critical elements within the project setup that determine the project’s complexity. In addition, the interdependencies between the complexity drivers are analyzed. Complexity drivers with a high reinforcing impact on other drivers should be taken into consideration when defining measures to adjust project complexity.

2 RELATED WORK

Sources of complexity in projects were analyzed by a large number of authors, e.g. Baccarini [8] and Williams [9]. An extensive literature review regarding complexity in projects in general was conducted by Geraldi et al. [10]. NPD projects are a particular type of projects that are characterized by significant dynamics and complexity. [11] A framework for the analysis of complexity was contributed by Bosch-Rekveldt et al. based on semi-structured interviews. [12] However, the contributions of these authors aimed primarily at developing a holistic set of complexity drivers. They did not work on a concept for evaluation of those drivers, which could support project managers to identify critical elements of the project setup.

For the analysis of complexity in NPD projects, a holistic set of various complexity drivers is fundamental in order to cover all relevant aspects. Product-related complexity as one of the key underlying elements of project complexity is a fundamental part of this analysis. However, other aspects like organizational complexity have to be considered as well. Backlund presented a definition of organizational complexity regarding an organization’s behavior, structure, and processes. [13] Daft presented a measuring method for both organizational complexity in the vertical and horizontal dimensions and spatial complexity that can be quantified by the number of hierarchical levels, the number of organizational units, and their geographical distribution. [14] Yet, these authors do not provide an integrated framework for complexity evaluation including aspects of product-related complexity as well as organizational complexity.

Some authors developed very accurate measuring methods with focus on particular aspects of NPD project complexity. Schlick et al. developed a design structure matrix-based approach using eigenvalues. [15] Nguyen et al. used the fuzzy analytic hierarchy process to quantify project complexity. [16] The approach of Wang et al. integrated entropy calculation and network theory in order to measure the complexity of organizations. [17] Qureshi and Kang analyzed the interrelations between complexity drivers using structural equation modeling. [18] These aforementioned
approaches have a common factor in that they provide methods to measure the complexity of NPD projects on a high level of detail. However, they focus on specific aspects of complexity and do not provide a holistic approach to analyze the overall complexity of NPD projects.

Measurements of complexity in other areas were developed by Schuh et al. for global production networks [19] as well as a complexity driver-based approach for the evaluation of complexity in industrial services [20]. Complexity of products was the subject of the work of Sinha [21]. Even though these approaches address other areas of application, parts of them can be applied to the complexity evaluation of NPD.

This paper intends to present a concept that integrates the advantages and disadvantages of the aforementioned approaches with a holistic set of classified complexity drivers and an evaluation with medium accuracy to ensure practical feasibility of the approach in the early phase of project preparation.

3 APPROACH TO EVALUATE COMPLEXITY IN NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

The approach to evaluate complexity is presented in three sections. First, the overall framework to classify and evaluate complexity drivers is introduced. Then, the analysis of interdependencies between the complexity drivers based on an influence matrix is proposed. On this basis, complexity drivers with high strength of influence and influenceability are identified. The overall framework is an appropriate tool to visualize the effects of a shift in the rating of complexity drivers.

3.1 Framework for evaluation of complexity using complexity drivers

Complexity in NPD projects is a phenomenon that is difficult to determine. According to Bliss, there are exogenous and endogenous complexity drivers. Exogenous drivers characterize the complexity of the environment and endogenous complexity drivers describe the complexity of the interior of the project. Referring to NPD projects, complexity drivers are classified into three groups. Complexity drivers describing complexity emerging from inside the project build the first group. In the second group, drivers are located inside the company but outside the project. The third group contains drivers within the environment of the company, which can also have an impact on the complexity of the NPD project.

A thematic categorization to facilitate complexity analysis was developed in addition to the structuring by their localization in the project environment. For this purpose, the categories **Organization**, **Product**, **Resources**, and **Technologies** were defined to categorize the complexity drivers. For each of the categories, complexity drivers have been determined through literature review and complemented by own experience from accompanied development projects. Figure 1 shows the developed framework with these four categories.

The category **Organization** contains drivers that describe the interactions of an organization with its environment like public authorities or suppliers. Furthermore, the drivers characterizing the elements of the company’s organization as well as the project organization are included in this category, e.g. organizational units. The category **Product** contains complexity drivers that evolve from the product’s perspective like market requirements or variety of functions. Especially, a modern structure of the product program in a modular product platform causes additional complexity due to high interdependencies between modules and components. The category **Resources** includes complexity drivers related to human, material, and financial resources. The availability of resources may have a significant impact on a project’s performance. Finally, the category **Technologies** covers drivers relevant to the technologies that are in use in the product being developed in the
considered project. For example, using technologies with low experience may also result in additional difficulties in project execution. [26]

The framework allows to arrange the complexity drivers depending on their sphere of influence in a shell model. The drivers located in the inner circle are drivers from the inside of the project. Drivers regarding the project environment from within the company can be located in the middle shell, drivers from outside of the company are arranged in the outer shell. The identified complexity drivers were classified into the framework as shown in Fig. 1.

Complexity of a system in general can be measured on the basis of two dimensions multiplicity/diversity and variability/dynamics according to Ulrich and Probst [1] In order to describe the impact of a complexity driver on the overall complexity of the NPD project, each driver is evaluated through an individual rating, a company specific weighting, and factors describing the complexity driver’s impact on the dimensions. [27] The results of the assessment are visualized using the four categories Organization, Product, Process, and Resources in a portfolio as shown in Fig. 2.

![Figure 1: Categorization of complexity drivers.](image1)

![Figure 2: Visualization of evaluated complexity drivers.](image2)
The presented framework facilitates a large number of different analyses of project complexity. A comparison between the categories or between internally and externally caused complexity is possible. The evaluation of complexity drivers across the four categories allows to investigate cause–effect relationships e.g. between organizational complexity and product-related complexity. A recurrent use of the method allows to investigate how the complexity of a product develops over time. Measures to adjust product complexity should focus on elements with high evaluation. An example for such a measure to adjust project complexity is to reduce product complexity, e.g. number of different components in order to meet the capability of a project organization to handle complexity, e.g. number of project staff.

3.2 Analysis of interdependencies between complexity drivers

NPD projects are characterized by versatile interactions. [28] Thus, complexity drivers are also interdependent and their interdependencies have to be taken into account when adjusting the project setup as discussed in the chapter before. The starting point for the analysis of the interdependencies is to resolve the complexity drivers in specific indicators, that are quantitatively ratalbe. In order to analyze the interdependencies between the complexity drivers, a modeling of the complexity drivers and their indicators making their structure accessible for deeper analysis is required. Figure 3 shows an excerpt of the overall structure with a selection of complexity drivers in the category ‘Product’. The influence factor Product Requirements is subdivided into the complexity drivers based on target markets, customer expectations, legal conditions, and others. A specific indicator is assigned to each of the complexity drivers. For example, the indicator Number of relevant laws and norms is assigned to the complexity driver Legal requirements.

This structure of complexity drivers and indicators serves as a basis for further investigation of their interdependencies. The interdependencies between the complexity drivers are determined by using the corresponding indicator. A shift of the rating of one complexity driver, e.g. Target markets, is expressed in a shift of the indicator, e.g. Number of addressed target markets. As the number of addressed target markets increases, the number of documents to be created for product documenta-

![Figure 3: Extract of modeled structure of complexity drivers and indicators.](image-url)
tion may also increase due to diverse languages. Therefore, another indicator, e.g. *Number of documents to be created*, changes as well resulting in a shift of the rating of another complexity driver, e.g. *Product documentation*.

These interdependencies between the elements can be considered as elements of an interconnected system. The interdependencies between the elements of such a system are analyzed by an influence matrix going back to Vester. Applied to complexity drivers, these interdependencies between them are analyzed in a matrix as shown in excerpts in Fig. 4.

The indicators of each complexity driver are listed on both axes of the matrix. Each of the cells of the matrix describes the effect of the respective indicator in the row on the respective indicator in the column. The degree and direction of the interaction is detected by a scale from −9 to +9.

### 3.3 Segmentation of complexity drivers in an influence portfolio

The complexity drivers are segmented depending on their strength of influence $S_X$ and their influenceability $I_X$. According to Fink et al. four segments are differentiated in an influence portfolio: system indicators, independent factors, system levers, and interactive nodes. The influence a complexity driver has on other drivers is indicated by the row total and the influenceability is indicated by the column total in the influence matrix. A high row total $R_X$ means that the driver has a strong reinforcing effect on other drivers and, thus, a strong reinforcing effect on the complexity of the system in total. A high column total $C_X$ means that the driver is subject to high reinforcing effects by the others. For the strength of influence and the influenceability, the absolute values of each cell $i_{ab}$ are summed because positive and negative entrances would otherwise cancel each other out and thus falsify the result.

The complexity drivers are classified into the four aforementioned segments depending on the calculated strength of influence $S_X$ and the influenceability $I_X$ as shown in Fig. 5.

System levers are those complexity drivers that have a high strength of influence $S_X$ and a low influenceability $I_X$. As a change in the rating of system levers has a strong impact on multiple other complexity drivers, a system lever or an interactive node is an appropriate starting point for complexity adjustment of a project. On the other side, system indicators have low influence on other complexity drivers but they are strongly influenced by others. Independent factors, however, are characterized by only very few interdependencies. A change in the rating of such a complexity driver will have a low impact on the overall complexity of the project. Interactive nodes have both, a high strength of influence and influenceability.

The effects of shifts in the rating of complexity drivers are again visualized in the introduced framework. The left side of Fig. 6 shows the initial evaluation of complexity drivers in the four dimensions.

In the presented example, three drivers are affected by a fictitious change in the project setup and thus their assessment in the dimensions Variability/Dynamics and Multiplicity/Diversity changes.
Due to the interdependencies between the complexity drivers represented by arrows, the assessment of other complexity drivers will change as well. Figure 6 shows the subsequent evaluation taking into account first order interactions between the complexity drivers. The rating of complexity drivers with interactions will increase or decrease according to the sign of the interaction resulting in a corresponding shift within the framework.

3.4 Application example

The core elements of the developed concept were applied to a set of complexity drivers. First, approximately 50 complexity drivers were identified through an extensive literature review and classified into the defined categories. Then, a dedicated indicator was assigned to each of the complexity drivers. An excerpt of the resulting structure was introduced earlier in Fig. 3. The influence matrix was created with these indicators for an analysis of the interdependencies. The matrix was
distributed to and filled out by several senior researchers with multi-year experience in accompanying product development projects in machine and plant manufacturing. For each cell of the matrix, the average was calculated and a merged matrix was created. The entries in the merged matrix were used to calculate the strength of influence \( S \) and the influenceability \( I \). With the help of the influence portfolio, system levers and interactive nodes were identified.

The results of the analysis are shown in the following tables. Table 1 shows the eight complexity drivers with the highest strength of influence \( S \). Especially, the aspiration level of project goals and the interdependencies within the product architecture have a high influence on other complexity drivers and determine an NPD project’s complexity. Thus, they are ‘interactive nodes’ which have strong impact on other drivers, but are also highly dependent on others. The drivers legal framework conditions, addressed target markets and variety of technologies used also have a high influence on other drivers but are less affected by other drivers. Thus, they are system levers’ This means that narrowing the number of addressed target markets with a project will have a mitigating impact on the overall project complexity.

A selection of complexity drivers with both low strength of influence \( S \) and low influenceability \( I \) is shown in Table 2. The results of the analysis show that the values for \( S \) and \( I \) are remarkable but relatively low compared to the other drivers. The listed complexity drivers like the availability of specialists or competitor companies are relatively less affected by other drivers and have only a low influence on other drivers at the same time.

### Table 1: Selection of complexity drivers sorted by descending strength of influence \( S \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complexity driver</th>
<th>( S )</th>
<th>( I )</th>
<th>Driver segment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aspiration level of project goals</td>
<td>1,00</td>
<td>0,76</td>
<td>Interactive nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interdependencies within the product architecture</td>
<td>0,97</td>
<td>0,69</td>
<td>Interactive nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project duration</td>
<td>0,83</td>
<td>0,92</td>
<td>Interactive nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functions of the product</td>
<td>0,81</td>
<td>0,75</td>
<td>Interactive nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal framework conditions</td>
<td>0,80</td>
<td>0,45</td>
<td>Interactive nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New development of processes and operation resources</td>
<td>0,75</td>
<td>0,72</td>
<td>Interactive nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addressed target markets</td>
<td>0,74</td>
<td>0,39</td>
<td>System levers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variety of technologies used</td>
<td>0,74</td>
<td>0,40</td>
<td>System levers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2: Selection of complexity drivers identified as independent factors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complexity Driver</th>
<th>( S )</th>
<th>( I )</th>
<th>Driver segment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Availability of specialists</td>
<td>0,49</td>
<td>0,35</td>
<td>Independent factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buildings and rooms</td>
<td>0,25</td>
<td>0,52</td>
<td>Independent factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity utilization of IT systems</td>
<td>0,27</td>
<td>0,41</td>
<td>Independent factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competitor companies</td>
<td>0,49</td>
<td>0,39</td>
<td>Independent factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job tenure of project staff</td>
<td>0,43</td>
<td>0,50</td>
<td>Independent factors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Increasing variety and enhanced functionality of products lead to increasing complexity in product development. Complexity in NPD requires a deep understanding of multi-layered contexts in the project setup. Handling of complexity is a decisive factor in product development that has a significant impact on the success of a project. This paper presents an approach to evaluate complexity in NPD projects using complexity drivers. Based on an assessment of individual complexity drivers, critical factors that determine project complexity are identified and classified. Interdependencies between the complexity drivers are analyzed using the influence matrix and they are segmented in an influence portfolio. The complexity drivers and their interactions serve as a basis for the analysis of the impact of measures to adjust project complexity in the early phase of a project.

Future work should focus on the systematic identification of measures to adjust project complexity based on the results of the evaluation. The definition of generic measures and their impact on the complexity of a project could be an objective. A promising field for research is complexity in the dimension organization and the linkage between organizational and product-related complexity.
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